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Student’s Family Safe in Haiti, But Chaos Continues
Plans for a Benefit Concert and Donation Tables on the Commons and at Student Organization Night
chemenlavi.org

By NABEELA HASAN
The Breeze

After finding out his family is safe in
Haiti, senior Patrick Eugene wants to do
something more to help his people.
Eugene, a computer science major, was
relieved to find out his family is safe after
he could not reach them by phone. They
are located outside of the capital, Portau-Prince. Although
 Downtown he cannot call them,
vigil offers he and his father
solidarity, have e-mailed each
other with updates.
prayer to
However, his cousin
victims,
is still searching for
PAGE 9
her three daughters.
As a member of
the organization Chemen Lavi, Eugene
has received permission from the university to set up a table for donations in the
commons and CISAT area. In addition,
he will send out an e-mail to all student
organizations informing them of what
they can to do help or set up their own
funds within their club.
Eugene also says a benefit concert is
possible. On Jan. , he and Chemen
Lavi, a nonprofit organization, will have a
table set up to collect donations for Haiti
at Student Organization Night.
Based in the United States, Chemen
Lavi works primarily with churches and
schools to raise funds for Haiti. Funds are
collected from communities and organizations and go toward delivering food in

JMU senior Patrick Eugene hopes
to raise money through the U.S.based nonprofit organization
Chemen Lavi, which works with
Haitian schools and churches.

clintonbushhaitifund.org
President Obama has asked former
presidents George W. Bush and Bill
Clinton to lead a national drive to
raise money for Haiti. Bush and
Clinton have launched the Web site
to begin collecting donations.

Other Ways to Help
 Action Against Hunger

877-777-1420

COURTESY OF THE WASHINGTON POST

EVAN McGREW / THE BREEZE

ABOVE Almost no law enforcement could be found on the streets of Port-au-Prince, Haiti, on Monday. Looters, robbers and poor
roads have slowed aid delivery. RIGHT Senior Patrick Eugene attends Saturday’s downtown vigil for Haiti.

neighborhoods across Haiti along with
funding educational endeavors.
Two Blue Ridge Community College
students and two staff members, who
had been in Haiti this week, were found
unharmed. The college confirmed their
safety in the Dominican Republic, Haiti’s
neighboring country.
Michael Aronoff, , of Vienna, Megan
Samples,  of Harrisonburg, Rebecca
Evans, a Students in Free Enterprise faculty adviser and professor Gail Foley are

THE NEW GOVERNOR

888-392-0392

 Habitat for Humanity

1-800-422-4828

 Haiti Children

877-424-8454

 International Medical Corps

800-481-4462

 International Rescue Committee

877-733-8433

 UNICEF

800-367-5437

 World Relief

800-535-5433

“ now is the time
to lift our nation from the quicksand of racial injustice
to the solid rock of brotherhood.
now is the time
to make justice a reality for all of god’s children.”
rev. martin luther king jr.
1963
now, in 2010

STUDENTS CONSULT THE

Governor: Job Creation
‘Obligation of Our Time’

WITNESSES OF A DREAM

The Washington Post

By DANIELLE STRICKLER | The Breeze

It’s been more than  years since Martin Luther King Jr.’s celebrated “I Have a Dream” speech, but a group of students wanted
to learn more about that time period from residents in a local
nursing home.
“I would like to learn their point of view on civil rights and
how much things have changed since that speech,” student volunteer Zachary Lane said on what he hoped to learn from the
reflections Friday.
JMU’s  Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration Week, organized by the Center for Multicultural Student Services, led three
community service activities, including at Loyalton Retirement
Home, Our Community Place and Habitat for Humanity. The

goal for students was learning about what the civil rights leader
tried to teach the nation with his life.
The  students at Loyalton wanted to celebrate the commitment of MLK’s life not only to people but to the nation by
talking to residents who lived during that time and may have
seen the  speech, according to Trey Lewis, associate director of CMSS.
The students started the reflection process by playing a bingo
spin-off : DMLKJ, the initials of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The residents, who play bingo frequently, had their own point system
see RECOLLECTIONS, page 4

Don’t Stop
’til You Get
Enough!
Michael Jackson is gone but thanks
to “Amazing Christopher,” JMU was
treated to the next best thing. The Las
Vegas performer dazzled fans at the
basketball games this weekend. The
five-minute halftime shows featured his
moves through a 60-pound contraption
connecting his arms and legs to four
dummies (two in front and two behind).
He danced to Jackson classics like
“Thriller,” “Rock the Night” and even
The Jackson Five’s “ABC.”
The 48-year-old has toured for
nearly 24 years and opened for Eddie
Murphy’s tour in 1987. Christopher got
the idea in 1984 when he wanted to be
the Jackson Five for Halloween. He also
performs as the Village People but said
all his bookings in August requested he
impersonate Jackson in the wake of the
megastar’s death.

see GOVERNOR, page 4
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delivery being slowed by congestion
at the Port-au-Prince airport, the fear
of looters and robbers, poor roads and
damage at the seaport.
According to the Washington Post,
airport congestion has sparked an international row between the United States
and other nations giving donations.
France, Italy and Brazil were said to be
upset with the redirecting of flights and
which nation’s planes were allowed to
land first.

800-733-2767

 Doctors Without Borders

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. CELEBRATION WEEK

McDonnell
Highlights
Reformed
Republican
Vision

RICHMOND, Va. — Robert McDonnell was sworn in as Virginia’s st
governor Saturday and immediately
laid out his vision of a new Republicanism. He affirmed government has a
role in creating opportunity, but a limited one; pledged to drill offshore for
oil, but in an environmentally friendly
way; and urged all Virginians to contribute their cultures and traditions to the
state’s increasing diversity.
McDonnell said creating jobs was
the “obligation of our time” and that
he would ease regulations and lower
taxes on businesses. He promised to put
more money into classrooms, try to add
, college degrees over the next 
years, improve the state’s transportation
network and use what he described as
Virginia’s God-given wealth of resources to make it the “energy capital of the
East Coast.”
In a -minute speech that evoked
the legacies of George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson and Patrick Henry,
McDonnell said it is the rightful role of
government to create opportunity for
all Virginians, but that it is up to individuals to fulfill that opportunity.
“The circumstances of our time
demand that we reconsider and restore
the proper and efficient role of government,” McDonnell said before a crowd
of thousands at the South Portico of the
state’s historic Capitol.
Shortly after being sworn in, McDonnell signed two executive orders that
underscored the main themes of his
speech. One named a chief job creation
officer and established an economic
development and job creation commission. The other established a
commission on government reform.
McDonnell made no mention of
divisive social issues, and his speech
included little partisan talk. Instead,
it was full of references to Democrats,
including President Barack Obama,
former president John F. Kennedy,
former governor Douglas Wilder and
McDonnell’s predecessor, Tim Kaine.
Yet, McDonnell did not stray from core

currently staying in a hotel while waiting
for a flight to Miami.
Last Thursday, University of Virginia officials confirmed Stephanie-Jean
Charles, a  graduate, died in the
earthquake. A native of Port-au-Prince,
she was home with her family when the
earthquake hit and suffered a fatal head
injury. According to a cousin, the rest of
her family is safe.
As relief pours into the impoverished
nation, Haitians struggle with the aid

 American Red Cross
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award for his service
in Afghanistan.
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University Salaries
Hurt by Economy
WASHINGTON — Public-university presidents received their smallest
pay increases in four years, as schools
responded to the worst financial crisis
since the Great Depression.
E. Gordon Gee, the president of
Ohio State University in Columbus,
was the top-compensated head of a
state school, receiving $1.58 million
in pay and benefits in the fiscal year
ended June 30, 2009, according to the
Chronicle of Higher Education’s annual survey of 185 public universities
and community colleges. The median
compensation for the college presidents was $436,111, up 2.3 percent
from the previous year, according to
the report. Pay packages rose 7.6 percent in fiscal 2008, according to last
year’s report.
Public universities across the
United States are grappling with budget cuts as state tax collections fall
because of the recession. In a survey conducted by the Association of
Public and Land-grant Universities, a
Washington-based lobbying group, 85
percent of state schools reported reductions in state funding and almost
half had cuts of 10 percent or more.
After Gee, the highest-paid public
school leaders were Mark Emmert,
president of the University of Washington in Seattle, who received
$905,004 in salary and benefits; and
Patrick Harker, president of the University of Delaware in Newark, who
got $810,603.
The financial crisis has led university presidents to turn down bonuses
and raises or donate salary back to the
institution, Selingo said. Gee donated
$320,850 from a bonus to endow a scholarship fund last year, he said.

Colleges Compete
For Education Funds
WASHINGTON — To compete for a
share of $4 billion in federal education
funds, California lawmakers approved a

major school reform plan. But in Texas,
the governor chose to opt out of the
competition, arguing that it would give
Washington too much power over education policy.
The contrasting approaches from
the two most populous states show the
political tensions the Obama administration’s initiative has provoked as the
first application deadline for the Race to
the Top school reform fund approaches
Tuesday.
Many states have tinkered with laws
and policies in recent months to improve their chances in a competition
Obama launched last year to shake up
the education establishment. California is among the most prominent: Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger (R) has signed
bills to facilitate the use of student test
data to evaluate teachers and to take aggressive steps to turn around struggling
schools. One provision gives parents the
power to bring about change directly
through a petition drive.
In the District of Columbia, where
there are few limits on charter schools
and Chancellor Michelle Rhee is
pushing in various ways to overhaul
teaching, officials received funds from
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to
help assemble their application for the
federal reform grants. The foundation
has awarded up to $250,000 apiece to
the District and 24 states for technical
assistance.
For Virginia, $150 to $250 million is
at stake. Virginia Education Department spokesman Charles Pyle said that
the administrations of former governor
Timothy Kaine (D) and Gov. Robert
McDonnell (R) both had input on the
state’s application. For the District, a
federal grant could be worth $20 million
to $75 million.

Poll: Race Relations
Same Under Obama
WASHINGTON — Soaring expectations about the effect of the first black
president on U.S. race relations have
collided with a more mundane reality,
according to a new Washington PostABC News poll.
On the eve of President Obama’s

Thursday, Jan. 28, 6 p.m.
Anthony-Seeger Hall Basement

inauguration a year ago, nearly six in 10
Americans said his presidency would
advance cross-racial ties; now about
four in 10 say it has done so.
The falloff has been highest among
African-Americans. Last January, threequarters of blacks said they expected
Obama’s presidency to help. In the new
poll, 51 percent of African-Americans
say he has helped, a wider gap between
expectations and performance than
among whites.
Though most of all those polled view
Obama’s election as a mark of progress for all African-Americans, three
in 10 say it is not indicative of broader
change. About two-thirds see Obama’s
election as a sign of progress for all
blacks in the United States, a figure
unchanged from last year, but about
half say his time in office has not made
much difference in race relations. One
in eight say it has hurt relations.
The poll was conducted by telephone
from Jan. 12 to 15 among a random
sample of 1,083 adults. The full results
have a margin of sampling error of plus
or minus 3 percent. For the 153 African
Americans polled, the results have an 8
percent error margin.

France Considers
Burqa Restrictions
LYON, France — France, which
regards itself as the cradle of human
rights, is moving to impose legal
restrictions on Muslim women who
wear Afghan-style burqas or other fullface veils.
The restrictions, likely to apply to
many public places, come in response
to resentment in France and other
European countries over the growing
visibility of Muslims — immigrants or
locally born — on a continent with ancient Christian roots. The tensions have
long run through European societies
but increasingly are coming to the surface as the number of Muslims grows
and symbols of their faith, including
mosques, are seen as a challenge to European traditions.
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n Always travel with a friend at night.
n Be vigilant when talking to strangers,
and never approach a stranger’s vehicle.
n Do not wear headphones or talk on a
cell phone while walking or running.

1

from Harrisonburg Police
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A CVS Pharmacy has plans to build at the
corner of South High Street and South
Avenue. The city planning commission
unanimously approved the proposed
rezoning from industrial to business.
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Several downtown businesses are
closing this month. Old Dominion
Coffee Co. and Midtowne Market
closed this weekend. Franklin’s Café
and Wine Bar is under new ownership
and will become Brooklyn’s Cafe.
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Restaurant Changes

As police continue to search for the two men they
say abducted and raped an 18-year-old Harrisonburg
woman last week, they are asking the community for
help.
About 7:40 p.m. Jan. 13, the woman was reportedly
jogging on Chestnut Ridge Drive, which runs in front of
the Copper Beech area, when two men forced her into
their car.
JMU sent a “Timely Notice” e-mail Thursday morning warning the community. The victim is not a JMU
student.
Though many students do not live in the Chestnut
Ridge Apartment Homes, JMU Police Chief Lee Shifflett
said the department wanted to alert students — who live
or run in the area — to the threat as quickly as possible.
The men — the driver was described as Hispanic and
the passenger as white — were at a stop sign near the
end of Chestnut Ridge Drive that meets with Route 33.
Police say when the woman approached the driver’s
window after the men asked for directions, the passenger exited the vehicle and displayed a knife.
The vehicle was a black four-door Honda sedan with
a gray interior, according to Harrisonburg Police.
The two men then drove toward the area of Breckenridge Court, where police say the passenger forcibly
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Bourbon Street on Main failed to
submit an accurate yearly review report
to the Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board, according to a Wednesday
ruling. The restaurant and nightspot
was ordered to pay a $1,500 fine or
have its liquor license suspended for
10 days. Until the restaurant makes
its decision, it will remain open.
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By Katie thisdell
The Breeze
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Police are asking anyone with information to call Crime Solvers at (540) 574-5050.
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JMU's marching band played during
Saturday's inaugural parade for Gov.
Bob McDonnell in Richmond.

Search Continues for Rape, Abduction Suspects
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raped the woman.
The woman then exited the vehicle and called police,
according to Mary-Hope Vass, HPD spokeswoman. She

said since the victim was able to give detailed reports to
the police, more details could be sent to the public to aid
in finding the suspects.
She said police would continue to interview people
who live in the area to find leads to the case.
The driver is described as a Hispanic male with a
mild Spanish accent. Police say he was wearing a white
T-shirt, a white bandana, jeans, a white New York Yankees hat with a straight brim and a diamond stud earring
in his right ear. He had short dark hair with longer sideburns. He is approximately 5 feet 6 inches tall and in his
early 20s.
Police say the passenger was a white male wearing
jeans, a baggy white T-shirt, a gold chain necklace and
two big diamond stud earrings in both ears. He had a
medium, muscular build, short “stubble” on his face
and short brown hair. This male is approximately 6 feet
tall, 180 pounds and in his early 20s.

RMH

Grant to Hospital

Rockingham Memorial Hospital will
receive a grant of more than $500,000
for its project to use renewable
methane gas from the landfill. The
hospital will move to its new site across
town in June. Across the state, 15
waste-to-energy projects are receiving
a total of $10 million in grants.
Nationwide

Sales Decline

Retail sales dropped 6.2 percent last
year, making 2009 the second year in a
row that sales have fallen. Early reports
had shown holiday shopping rise, but
sales actually dropped in December.

Alumni news

university expansion

Hospital Makeover Nears Start
JMU announced plans for the move into the former site of Rockingham Memorial Hospital, which the university purchased
in 2005. The North Campus, as it will be called, will house a Student Success Center with many of the offices currently in
Wilson Hall. A tentative time line of the move was presented at the Jan. 8 Board of Visitors meeting. There is still open
space in RMH that has yet to be allocated.
June 22

July

October

December — spring 2011

December 2011

RMH will move its patients
from the main hospital
buildings to its new site.
The Emergency Room
will close and ultimately
become the University
Health Center. JMU will
begin paying operation
costs to run the building.

JMU takes over parking
decks and their 795
spaces. The Parking
Advisory Committee will
decide what types of lots
these will be. As RMH
moves out, 244 more
spots will be available.

JMU begins to occupy the
towers of the main building
as RMH vacates. Offices
will include Judicial Affairs,
Academic Planning, 1787
Orientation and Community
Service-Learning.

RMH vacates Wine-Price,
and Human Resources,
Training and Procurement
moves in by the spring.

RMH vacates any
remaining buildings
west of Mason Street.

Graduate
Earns Silver
Star While in
Combat
Edited from The Washington Post

A 2005 JMU graduate received the
nation’s third-highest combat medal
for his efforts to help severely wounded
comrades in Afghanistan in February.
Army Staff Sgt. Linsey W. Clarke was
on his first deployment to Afghanistan
as a Special Forces junior medic.
After the 3rd Special Forces group
arrived in January 2009, the senior
medic of the 12-man team was soon
killed by insurgents. Eight days later,
on Feb. 20, Clarke and his team were on
patrol when insurgents struck again.
A roadside bomb ripped into the
team’s rear vehicle, setting it ablaze
and fatally wounding three servicemen.
Insurgents then attacked the lead vehicle with rocket-propelled grenades and
heavy gunfire.
Clarke ran through a barrage of gunfire to the vehicle, finding Staff Sgt. Eric
Engelhardt lying near the wreckage,
his legs broken and back fractured.
The burning vehicle was loaded with
ammunition and explosives that were
detonating inches away, but Clarke
applied a tourniquet to Engelhardt and
pulled him away from the vehicle to a
safer position.
He then ran back 10 0 yards
through gunfire to aid other wounded
servicemen.
He received the award during a
December ceremony at Fort Bragg,
N.C.
“Sergeant Clarke’s actions on 20 February went well above and beyond the
call of duty,” according to an official
military narrative of the action. “He
repeatedly faced imminent danger and
at no point, did he show any regard for
his personal safety.”
Another Special Forces sergeant from
Virginia, Army Sgt. 1st Class Anthony
M. Siriwardene, 39, of Arlington County, also received a Silver Star for his
actions during more than two days of
heavy fighting in Afghanistan's Zabul
province in August 2005.

Paul Jones/The Breeze

World News

Weak School System Blamed for Anti-Terror Efforts
The Washington Post

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan — With a
curriculum that glorifies violence in
the name of Islam and ignores basic
history, science and math, Pakistan's
public education system has become
a major barrier to U.S. efforts to defeat
extremist groups here, U.S. and Pakistani officials say.
Western officials tend to blame
Islamic schools, known as madrassas, for their role as feeders to militant
groups, but Pakistani education experts
say the root of the problem is the public schools in a nation in which half of
adults cannot sign their own name.
The United States is hoping an infusion
of cash — part of a $7.5 billion civilian
aid package — will begin to change
that, and in the process alter the widespread perception that Washington's
only interest in Pakistan is in bolstering its military.
But according to education reform
advocates here, any effort to improve
the system faces the reality of intense
institutional pressure to keep the
schools exactly the way they are. They

say that for different reasons, the most
powerful forces in Pakistan, including
the army, the religious establishment
and the feudal landlords who dominate civilian politics, have worked
against improving an education system that for decades has been in
marked decline.

"The social status of
teachers is low... If
someone is doing nothing
and has no future, people
say, 'Why doesn't he
become a teacher?' "
Rehana Masrur

Allama Iqbal Open University

"If the people get education, the elite
would be threatened," said Khadim
Hussain, coordinator of the Aryana
Institute for Regional Research and

Advocacy and a professor at Islamabad's Bahria University. "If they make
education available, the security establishment's ideology may be at risk."
That ideology, Hussain said, involves
the belief that non-Muslim nations are
out to destroy Pakistan and that the
army is the only protection Pakistanis
have from certain annihilation. Those
notions are emphasized at every level
in the schools, with students focused
on memorizing the names of Pakistan's military heroes and the sayings
of the prophet Muhammad, but not
learning the basics of algebra or biology, he said.
The nature of the education system
is reflected in popular attitudes toward
the Taliban, al-Qaida and other Islamic
extremist groups that in recent months
have carried out dozens of suicide
bombings in Pakistan, many of them
targeting civilians.
Although the groups in many cases
have publicly asserted responsibility
for the attacks, a large percentage of
the population here refuses to believe
that Muslims could be responsible
for such horrific crimes, choosing to

believe that India, Israel or the United
States is behind the violence. When
Hussain challenges graduate-level
students for proof, they accuse him of
being part of the plot, he said.
"Telling students they need to use
evidence and logic means that you are
definitely an agent of India, Israel and
the CIA," he said. "They don't understand what evidence is."
The madrassas have multiplied
in Pakistan as public education has
deteriorated. But madrassas still educate only about 1.5 million students
a year, compared with more than 20
million in public schools. If Pakistan
is to improve its dismal literacy rate
and provide marketable skills to more
of the estimated 90 million Pakistanis
under the age of 18, it will have to start
in the public schools.
The United States plans to spend
$200 million here this year on education, the U.S. Agency for International
Development's largest education program worldwide. The money comes
from the Kerry-Lugar aid bill passed
see Pakistan, page 4
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recollections | Residents Remember Elvis, Beatles
from front

for how they could score and enjoyed
reminding the students of points they
should receive.
As each resident called out “Bingo!”,
the others would call that the board
needed checking. The winner received
three points and a MLK T-shirt from
CMSS. At the end of each round, one of
the students would read a piece of trivia
about MLK.
Once all the T-shirts were passed out,
the students and residents moved to
the lobby to reflect on what life would
have been like back in a period when
black civil rights was such a controversial issue.
Student Brittany Webb said she would
like to hear firsthand accounts from the
residents.
“The TV and media can’t always be

the best account, and history is such a
beautiful thing,” she said.
Two students stood in front of the residents and tried asking them questions as
memory sparks, so they could reflect and
learn what it would be like living during
that time. The residents, however, did not
have much to say about Martin Luther
King Jr. because many had Alzheimer’s
disease and couldn’t remember much
about him.
“My aunt had newspaper cut outs of
Martin Luther King Jr. and [President
John F.] Kennedy, and I remember her
looking back at them and crying because
of what had happened to them,” said
Vicki Landes, activity director of Loyalton. “She admired them and everything
they did so much.”
Conversation started as Landes began
to give memory clues such as the Beatles and Elvis. The residents remembered

“My aunt had newspaper
cut outs of Martin Luther
King, Jr. and Kennedy, and
I remember her looking
back at them and crying
because of what had
happened to them.”
Vicki Landes

activity director of Loyalton

how Elvis wasn’t allowed to dance on
TV, because it was too provocative for
the time, and yet they loved his songs
and wanted to know how to dance like
him. While all the residents recalled

Kennedy’s death, none wanted to reflect
on the day, instead they wanted to socialize with students.
The residents also asked the students
where they were from and what they
were doing with their lives. The residents seemed to love to talk about their
pasts, such as when they graduated from
school and what they had done with
their lives. Many also talked about getting married soon after they graduate.
Although the students did not get the
civil rights reflections they had wanted
about Martin Luther King Jr., they said
they still enjoyed the time with the residents. Many said it was fun to socialize
with them and make them smile.
As the JMU group was leaving, Steve, a
resident, reminded them that happy hour
was every Friday at 4 p.m., and the residents would love to have them back for
the next activity.

pakistan | Teachers Seen in Low Status governor
from page 3

in late 2009 that promises Pakistan
$7.5 billion in civilian assistance over
the next five years.
The funds are intended to signal
a substantial shift from earlier years,
when U.S. assistance to Pakistan was
overwhelmingly focused on helping
the military, which is battling the
Taliban and al-Qaida in the nation's
northwest.
U.S. officials say the money will
be spent on a combination of programs, including infrastructure
improvements, teacher training and
updates to the curriculum. Unlike in
past years, the money will not be filtered through non-governmental
organizations and contractors but
will be given directly to Pakistan's
government, officials say.
The idea is to improve the capacity
of the nation's fledgling civilian-led
administration, and to promote trust
between the two nations. But there
is also the risk that without adequate
monitoring, much of the money will
go to waste.
Pakistan's current spending on
education — less than 3 percent of
its budget — is anemic, and far lower
on a relative basis than in India or
even Bangladesh. Much of it never
reaches students.

Pakistan's public education system includes thousands of "ghost
schools," which exist on paper and
receive state funding. But in reality, the schools do not function: A
local landlord gets the money, and
either pockets it or dispenses it to
individuals who are not teachers
but associates or relatives who do
nothing to earn their salaries. School
buildings are often used for housing
farmworkers or livestock.
Those buildings that do operate
lack basic facilities — a 2006 government study found that more than
half do not have electricity and 40
percent have no bathrooms. About
a third of students drop out by the
fifth grade. Teachers, meanwhile,
earn as little as $50 a month, less in
many cases than that of a domestic
servant.
"The social status of teachers is
low, compared with other professions," said Rehana Masrur, dean of
the education department at Allama
Iqbal Open University in Islamabad.
"If someone is doing nothing and has
no future, people say, `Why doesn't
he become a teacher?' "
Top government officials have little incentive to change that, experts
here say. Although the vast majority
of Pakistanis must choose between
the public schools or madrassas

for their children, Pakistan's wellto-do can send their kids to private
schools, many of which are considered world-class.
Javed Ashraf Qazi, a former Pakistani education minister, said the
United States has frittered away
much of its assistance budget on
poorly defined programs, such as
conflict-resolution training, which
he said leave no enduring impact.
What Pakistan really needs, he said,
is a network of vocational training
institutes that can prepare students
for the workplace.
"What would help is something
that is lasting," he said. "The U.S. is
spending more money, but spending it in a way that it does not leave
any impact."
But Pervez Hoodbhoy, a noted
nuclear physicist at Islamabad's
Quaid-i-Azam University and a
longtime proponent of education
reform, said Pakistan needs something more fundamental.
"I don't think it's a matter of
money. The more you throw at
the system, the faster it leaks out,"
he said. "There has to be a desire
to improve. The U.S. can't create
that desire. When Pakistanis feel
they need a different kind of education system, that's when it will
improve."

Comment online.

join the conversation. breezejmu.org

Faces $4.2
Billion Deficit

from front

conservative beliefs, stressing the need to
keep taxes low, regulation at a minimum
and federal mandates scarce.
“No federal mandate nor program
crafted by either political party should
undermine the central principle of federalism, enshrined in the birth certificate of
America by those who pledged their lives,
fortunes and sacred honor,” he said.
His speech was well received by Republicans, and parts were praised by Democrats,
including state legislators who returned to
Richmond for a 60-day session last week
and will begin working with the new governor right away.
Sen. Edward Houck, D-Spotsylvania,
said the speech “had a very solid Democratic Party theme to it: the progressive
ideas and the opportunity and the outreach.” But he said, “he’s going to be faced
with the same challenges that faced Tim
Kaine. You’ve got an economy that simply
won’t allow it.”
McDonnell, the state’s first Republican
governor in eight years, takes office in the
aftermath of the worst recession since the
Great Depression. He faces a projected
two-year, $4.2 billion shortfall in the state
budget and a political culture in Richmond
beset by the same partisan infighting that
in many ways stymied his Democratic
predecessor.
McDonnell, 55, took the oath of office
minutes after Lt. Gov. Bill Bolling and Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli II, who were
part of November’s Republican ticket.

Study Says
Avoid Lung
Cancer by
Drinking Tea
Bloomberg News

Drinking green tea may counter the
effects of smoking on lung cancer risk,
a study in Taiwan found, supporting
research showing antioxidants in the
beverage help fight illnesses from diabetes to heart disease.
Researchers found that, for both
smokers and nonsmokers, those who
didn’t drink green tea had a fivefold
greater risk of lung cancer than people who drank at least one cup a day.
Smokers who didn’t consume any
had a 13-fold higher risk of the cancer
compared with smokers who drank at
least one cup.
The study may hold clues about how
some chemicals in green tea could be
used to thwart the formation of lung
tumors. Previous research has shown
tea may also protect against developing malignancies of the breast,
prostate, stomach and bladder, study
author I-Hsin Lin, from Chung Shan
Medical University in Taichung city,
said.
“Tea, particularly green tea, has
received a great deal of attention
because tea polyphenols are strong
antioxidants, and tea preparations
have shown inhibitory activity against
tumorigenesis,” Lin said. While the
research points to drinking green tea
as a means of lowering lung cancer
risk, the toxic effects of tobacco mean
cessation of smoking is the best way
to avoid the disease, she said.
Drinking green tea may also reduce
the risk of lung cancer in people with
a genetic predisposition to developing the malignancy, Lin said.
The World Health Organization
estimates more than 1 billion people
smoke globally and as many as half
of them will die because of the habit.
Tobacco use kills 5.4 million people a
year, an average of one person every
six seconds, and accounts for one in
10 adult deaths worldwide, according
to the Geneva-based health agency.
Cancer of the lung is the leading
cause of all cancer deaths in Taiwan,
Lin said in a statement from the American Association for Cancer Research
on the study.
The research was presented this
week at a medical meeting in Coronado, Calif. The study surveyed more
than 500 people, including 170 with
lung cancer.

PARK APARTMENTS
Now accepting
applications for
Fall 2010!
Newly Renovated!
Ask about our 21
month lease option

204-A Rocco Ave

- Most Utilities Included
- Washer/Dryer
- Gym Membership
- Furnished & Corporate Apts.
- Pet Friendly

park@gemc.com
parkapts.com

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

540-433-2621

Opinion

EDITOR Elizabeth Baugh E-MAIL breezeopinion@gmail.com

Opinionated?

The editorial board of a publication can become institutionalized and opinions often grow stale. In order to gain a fresh outlook
and better gauge thoughts and concerns of those on campus, we
would like to extend an invitation to all students, faculty and staff to
apply for a new guest position on the editorial board. The position
would require meetings with the board twice weekly for one month
to discuss topics and choose the board’s stance on issues important
to the JMU community. Each month we will select a new member.
Read “Student-Athlete Services Help Perform Off the Field” on
page . To apply, give us your thoughts in no more than  words on
the men’s basketball player losing his eligibility. Send submissions to
breezeopinion@gmail.com by Thursday, Jan.  for consideration.

DARTS & PATS ARE ANONYMOUSLY SUBMITTED AND PRINTED ON A SPACE-AVAILABLE BASIS.
SUBMISSIONS CREATIVELY DEPICT A GIVEN SITUATION, PERSON OR EVENT AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE TRUTH.

breezejmu.org» submit darts & pats
A “you-need-to-fall-down-awell” dart to Snookie from the

“Jersey Shore.”
From everyone.

A “gutter-done” pat to intramural
bowling league for starting this
week.
From last year’s co-rec champions
who occasionally enjoy their “fatman” sports.
A “no-wonder-the-’townies’hate-us” dart to the students who

stand in the middle of Main Street.
From a JMU student who isn’t too
good for crosswalks.

An “I’ve-seen-’Avatar’-before,it’s-called-’Pocahontas’” dart to
James Cameron.
From a SMAD major who can see
through awesome visual effects to
see a recycled story.
A “does-learning-about-bingedrinking-hit-a-little-too-closeto-home?” dart to the girl who

tossed her cookies when we both
took a bathroom break from health
class.
From your concerned and slightly
grossed-out classmate.

A “my,-my-I-need-a-GDIguy” dart to the frat boys that are

only interested in keeping female
friends who have hook-up potential
to them.
From a girl who’s tired of hearing
her guy friends’ disrespectful and
shallow approaches to women.
A “this-isn’t-the-JMU-Iremembered” dart to my Russian
history class in the dungeon of
Jackson Hall.
From a junior who is used to
having  girls and four guys, not 
guys and four girls.
A “man-up” dart to girls who stay
with mean guys.
From a nice guy at JMU.
A “who-the-hell-is-counting?”
dart to my physics professor for
starting the first day of class with
“Well, only four more months until
graduation!”
From a senior JMU addict who
is dreading the day I have to wear
the gown.

An “I’m-sorry-your-legs-areso-feeble” dart to the senior who
hates shorts.
From a junior who thinks shorts
are comfy and easy to wear.
A “little-more-to-lifesomewhere-else” pat to the

guy I see on campus all the time,
for always being sweet, polite
and inadvertently catching my
attention.
From an American Girl who
wouldn’t mind taking it easy with
you, baby.
A “thanks-for-the-music” pat to
the beautiful classical music pianist
in TDU.
From a student patting on the
behalf of her friend.
An “obviously-you-can’t” dart to
the girl who thinks she can read my
mind.
From the guy who liked you.
A “please-lock-your-lockersin-UREC” dart to the people

complaining of stolen items
From a student who is tired
of hearing you complain when
you could have taken a simple
precaution.

An “I-couldn’t-have-done-itwithout-you” pat to my parents
for supporting me my whole life
including my out of the ordinary
post-graduation plans.
From a senior who couldn’t
imagine having gotten this far
without your loving care and
support.
A “three-firm-pats-on-thebottom” pat to Harrisonburg and
Blue Nile for hosting the Born
Empty & Murphy’s Kids Tour on
February ,  — we gotta keep
bringing good music to town.
From a humble serpent.
An “ahh-my-eyes!” dart to the
guy shopping with his two friends
in Old Navy for allowing them to
dress without pants.
From a fellow shopper who is
now traumatized because you
didn’t check to see if their leggings
were see through before you left the
house!

decided it was a good idea to throw
a hot dog on the court during our
comeback.
From the JMU Nation.

A “silence,-s’il-vous-plait”
dart to my French professor who
thought it would be a good idea to
bring in her cute but spoiled child
and let him prattle on throughout
our final.
From an unhappy étudiante who
barely finished her exam in time.

An “I-see-dead-people” pat
to the ghost pants swinging on a
bench outside of TDU.
From a sophomore who didn’t
know Casper wore pants.

A “stupid-stupid-stupid” dart
to myself for ever transferring from
JMU.
From the previous JMU student
who’s coming back from Texas.

A “thanks-for-making-us-losethe-game” dart to the kid who

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com
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ELIZABETH BAUGH | seriously?

EDITORIAL

Editorial
Policies

Tuesday, January 19, 2010

Vanity Fair Lowering Standards

Shirtless Tiger Woods Cover Akin to Gossip Magazines

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

The old photos and
new story do nothing
but lower Vanity Fair’s
standards, making
it equivalent to a
celebrity tabloid.
Since the article, written by Buzz
Bissinger, references Woods’ affairs,
as well as his numerous “girl-on-girl”
and “black guys do it better” jokes, it
seems to be no more meaningful than
the hundreds of other gossip stories
seen on newsstands. Bissinger attempts
to turn this into Woods being a real
human, instead of a superhuman golf
star, which doesn’t really work for him.
Having multiple affairs and driving a
car into a fire hydrant doesn’t constitute “real” as the author suggests. Not to
mention the whole human growth hormone issue. Are we to believe Bissinger
in that events such as these are “the first
time we had ever seen him do something human”? The old photos and

new story do nothing but lower Vanity
Fair’s standards, making it equivalent to
a celebrity tabloid.
I can’t help but wonder what Woods
thinks of this cover and article. One can
only assume he gave his final approval of the cover photo some time before
his exploits became public. Certainly,
he would rather see himself posing in
golf garb practicing a swing. But maybe
since he’s losing so many of his sponsors, he will only have the option to
pose without a shirt. Soon he won’t
have any name brands left to wear. The
fact that the article takes advantage of
the timing of the scandal leads me to
believe this was an attempt to exploit
the gossip and sell magazines. I would
think Woods would be ashamed to be
portrayed in such light.
Not to mention what his wife Elin
Nordegren must think. I’m sure by now
she’s sick of all the gossip, but to see a
respected magazine cover the scandal probably stings. Hasn’t she been
humiliated enough? Frankly, despite
his public figure, it’s no one’s business
but the Woods’. Although a lack of privacy is somewhat expected when you
marry a celebrity sports figure, she’s
certainly deserving of some closure on
this matter.
We’re all tired of hearing about it. So
thanks Vanity Fair, for likening yourselves to those of the National Enquirer,
and dishing out the gossip yet again.
Elizabeth Baugh is a junior media arts
& design major and Opinion editor at
The Breeze.

RYAN PLATT | guest column

Protest Out of Place

I, as an American citizen, fully
believe in the concept of first amendment rights. Free speech is a vital part
of this country’s way of life, and any
restrictions on said rights would be in
violation of the very fabric of the society in which we live. People have a right
to their opinions, and they have every
right to share those opinions publicly,
equally, and freely. However, with that
said, I also believe there is a time and a
place to voice those opinions.
If you found yourself walking in the
commons Thursday afternoon around
 p.m., you would have witnessed an
expression of students’ rights to assemble and voice their opinion. Yet, when I
witnessed this peaceful protest I found
myself incredibly offended. This group
of students was protesting against rights
for homosexuals in this country. Now
that in itself is not what offended me.
I am unsure if they are affiliated with
any particular organization at JMU, or
whether they are gay or straight or even
their stance on gay rights. My personal opinion on gay rights in this country
has no influence on whether or not
they have a right to assemble and I do
not oppose their right to be there on
that day; what did upset me was their
timing.
Timing can often be everything, and
in the case of public protest it can have
a huge impact on the effectiveness
of the demonstration. This particular

group of student protestors were on the
commons at the same time a memorial march in honor of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., was proceeding through the
commons. It may be a coincidence,
but judging by the fact they waited for
the group to approach their location
before they started chanting, “No to gay
rights!” very much leads me to believe
otherwise. Like I mentioned before,
they had every right to be there. It is an
essential American right. But interrupting a procession meant to honor a man
whose sole purpose was equal rights for
everyone in this country — I say again
everyone — is just plain wrong.

Free speech is a vital
part of this country’s
way of life, and any
restrictions on said
rights would be in
violation of the very
fabric of the society
in which we live.
Seeing this procession in his honor,
I could not help but conjure images of similar groups protesting the

assimilation of black students into
white schools in the ’s . True, they
also were exercising their right to voice
their opinions, but that in no way makes
it right. Surely, if I asked the protestors
on the commons last Thursday if they
disagreed with desegregation laws, and
if they were racist, they would say no.
Maybe not. Nevertheless, there they
stood, protesting almost an identical
issue that King and his followers were
fighting almost half a century ago. It’s
an issue of civil liberties and to openly
undermine King’s efforts on the commons is, in my opinion, extremely
offensive.
I in no way disagree that the protestors had the right to be there. But the
timing they appeared to have decided
on could not have possibly been worse.
I believe the group’s actions were offensive, poorly orchestrated, disrespectful
and extremely inappropriate. If this
group of protestors is a part of a club
associated with James Madison University, or even if it isn’t, I would think
it appropriate for them to issue some
sort of apology. Not necessarily for their
opinions, but for the time and manner
they chose to express those opinions. I
can only hope that they did not disturb
the members of the march in honor
of Dr. King. They certainly did disturb
me.
Ryan Platt is an undeclared freshman.

How You Can Help Haiti
There comes a time when Americans and people of other nations put
aside their differences and collectively decide to take action. Tuesday’s .
earthquake in Haiti sparked one of
those occasions.
President Barack Obama announced
the United States will be directing $
million toward the Haiti relief effort at
a press conference yesterday morning.
The funds will be used to bring more
lifesaving equipment, food, water and
medicine to the country’s ailing population, according to the Associated Press.
Obama is also sending , Marines
to secure airports so supplies can be filtered to Haitians and rescue the quake’s
victims. Other ally nations and the United Nations are also getting involved,
working to find and feed the lost in one
of the world’s poorest nations.
For starters, we can donate to local
charities.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

drugs, this photo surfaces and exploits
the notion that he is trying to beef up.
Although the photos were taken four
years ago, in Jan. , and the issue
was most likely put together before
the scandal broke, magazines still have
time to make changes if breaking news
occurs.

If you haven’t seen it, the February
issue of Vanity Fair features Tiger Woods
on the cover, shirtless and pumping
iron. No one
can doubt the
talent of photographer Annie
Leibovitz, but
one can doubt
the magazine’s
choice of using
this particular
cover photo.
Since driving
into a fire hydrant followed by an angry
wife with a golf club back in November,
Woods’ affairs have been thrown in
our faces, especially as more and more
women came forward claiming to be
mistresses. It’s just not the best time
for Woods’ portrayal as a sex symbol,
particularly on the cover of a popular
magazine.
Leibovitz told Vanity Fair, “Tiger is
an intensely competitive athlete — and
quite serious about his sport. I wanted
to reveal that in these photos. And to
show his incredible focus and dedication.” The cover photo does not display
either of these characteristics. It displays
an intimidating and sinister expression,
which post-scandal sends readers the
wrong message. The masculine, weightlifting image appears as a glorification
of his overindulgent lifestyle. The cover
also doesn’t settle well with the drugrelated charges brought against Woods’
doctor. As many have been speculating
that the connection to this doctor links
Woods to using performance enhancing
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Bottled water, canned food, other
nonperishable foods and first aid kits
top the list of immediately needed
donations.
For those of you who want to be activists without actually being active, you
can text the word “Haiti” to the number
“,” and the American Red Cross
will donate $ to Haitian relief efforts,
tacking the donation onto your cell
phone bill.
Sure, we’re all poor college students,
but the disaster in Haiti isn’t in some far
away land Americans have no attachment to. Even if you don’t care about
Haiti or Latin America, this is a real
disaster also affecting real Americans.
An estimated , Americans were
in Haiti at the time of the earthquake,
and only , of those have made any
contact with the U.S. embassy, according to AP. At least one American has died
as a result, not to mention the estimated

, Haitians already killed.
The international Red Cross estimated  million people — a third of Haiti’s
population — may need emergency
relief.
Most of us should be in a position to
help. And if students and community
members are unable to financially support the victims in the aftermath of this
tragedy, they should at least sympathize
with our neighbors to the south and be
thankful earthquakes are not a common occurrence.
Give what you can, and take a
moment to realize how good you have
it.
The BG News, Bowling Green State
University
Donations will be accepted at Student
Organization Night on Monday, Jan.
25.
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DEADLINE: January 20
GREAT FOOD AND
ENTERTAINMENT
EVERY NIGHT!

THU 21ST - 2 GREAT LOCAL BANDS
WITHOUT A FIGHT W/GUEST NATHAN & THE
GANG BANG
FRI 22ND & SAT 23RD - PUB’S #1 FUNK DANCE
BAND - SOULED OUT!
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT THE
BEST KARAOKE IN TOWN!

GREAT FOOD - GREAT FUN- AT THE PUB!
1950 Deyerle Avenue. Harrisonburg, VA

dothepub.com

Meet the faces of The Breeze at our

OPEN HOUSE
Editing, Writing, Photography, Video

Valuable Experience and
Get Involved in JMU

January 28 6 p.m.
Anthony-Seeger Hall Basement
www.JessicaPettitt.com

Referred to as the “Margaret Cho” of Diversity Trainers, Jessica Pettitt blends politics,
humor, identity, and local flair with big city passion and energy through direct,
individualized, and interactive conversations. Jessica uses her life experiences to
take participants through a safe but confrontational process of examination, self
reflection, and open dialog that is as challenging as it is rewarding.

“Be the Change You Want to Be.”
Date: Tuesday, Jan. 19
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Grafton Stovall

Jessica is represented by:

www.campuspeak.com

Harrisonburg‛s Newest & Finest Restaurant

“We cook to your taste”

If you have any questions,
please contact SWO
at 540-568-2831.
“We will customize your meal”

Oriental Cafe

50%
OFF

Buy One Dinner,
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer
Not Valid w/ Lunch Specials.
Expires 2/28/2010

General Manager Lawrence
Ling brings more than 35 years
experience from the D.C. &
Maryland Metropolitan Area!

SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CIUSINE

540-801-8989
563 University Blvd. Suite 110
Harrisonburg VA

Sports

Saturday’s men’s basketball game Recap
page 8 weekend action

Editors Emmie Cleveland & Dan Lobdell E-mail breezesports@gmail.com

at breezejmu.org

Tuesday, January 19, 2010  

Tell us
what
you want
to Read

Women’s basketball

JMU Cannot Recover From
Monarchs’ Fast First Half
By Wes Shaw
contributing writer

JMU coach Kenny Brooks said in
Monday’s press conference that he
has received multiple e-mails telling him to “keep his head up” after
Sunday’s 67-58 loss to Old Dominion. He chuckled as he reminded
the room that his team’s record was
13-3.
“We had a situation like this last
year, where we got beat, we got
beat to a drum by VCU, and the
kids bounced back,” Brooks said.
“We responded from that, and you
know, maybe that was a wake-up
call, maybe this is a wake-up call.”
The game was JMU’s (13-3 overall,
3-2 in the Colonial Athletic Association) first home loss of the season.
ODU improved to 6-9 overall and
4-1 in the CAA, however, JMU can
take solace in the fact that Old
Dominion is a much better team
than its record would indicate.
ODU opened the year with five
straight losses and was 2-8 before it
began conference play at the beginning of this month. With losses to
No. 2 Stanford, No. 4 Tennessee and
No. 20 Maryland, however, ODU's
strength of schedule ranks 11th out
of 345 total Division I programs.
"I didn't drink the Kool-Aid
and think that their 2-8 start was
the team they were going to be,"
Brooks said. "Old Dominion has a
lot of pride, and they have a lot of
talent."
JMU trailed by as much as 17
midway through the second half
before putting together a run over
the game's final minutes. It was able
to trim ODU's lead to six with just
more than a minute left, but never
got any closer.
After a Dawn Evans 3-pointer made the score 64-56 with two
minutes remaining, junior forward
Sarah Williams nearly brought the

Dukes to within five, but her longrange attempt bounced off the back
of the rim and out of bounds. JMU
had numerous other looks in the
game's final minutes that, if converted, would have made it a game
and sent the crowd of 2,835 into a
frenzy, but the Dukes were unable
to get the bucket they needed.
"We started playing hard 10 minutes into the second half, and we
can't have that," Williams said.
"It shouldn't have even got to that
point. We shouldn't have needed
to get those 3s at the end of the
game."
Evans, the nation's leading scorer, had 22 points and five rebounds
in 36 minutes, but shot just 8-for28 from the field and 2-for-14 from
long range.
"She's somebody that you have
to contain, and you have to have a
team effort to do that," ODU coach
Wendy Larry said of JMU's junior
point guard. "It's not somebody's
sole responsibility to defend Dawn
Evans, it's kind of a team defense
concept."
In JMU's 62-50 win over George
Mason on Jan. 10, Evans had just
16 points on 6-for-21 shooting. But
even with poor performances in
two of her last three games, Brooks
said he does not believe that his star
is in a slump.
"I know why, it's because she
needs help," Brooks said. "We need
to establish some other people.
"Everyone in the building knows
that she's gonna shoot, and people
don't realize how hard it is to do what
she's doing. This isn't high school,
where the double team is coming
from two other kids who are not athletic. The double teams are coming
from six-foot-two, athletic wings.
I don't know if I could go 8-for-28
if they were playing me like that."
see WOMEN’S, page 8
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meet the player

Denzel Bowles
Men’s Basketball
When did you start
playing basketball? I

started playing in the seventh
grade.

Patrick Haggerty / the breeze

Freshman Nikki Newman left the game with an injured right knee after fighting
for a loose ball. As of now it looks like nothing is broken and all ligaments are
intact, according to JMU coach Kenny Brooks in Monday’s press conference.

Who’s the best dunker
on the team? Darren White,

hands down.

What’s your favorite
sport to play besides
basketball? I’d have to say
football.

Student-Athlete Services Helping Off the Field

Thornton’s Ineligibility a Reminder About Academics
By Michael Demsky
The Breeze

Robert boag / the breeze

After being ruled academically ineligible, senior Dazzmond Thornton (second from right)
stands with his injured teammates before Saturday’s game against George Mason.

Some student-athletes at JMU are in
for a reality check after a senior on the
men’s basketball team was ruled academically ineligible.
Forward Dazzmond Thornton, a
scholarship player, failed a course this
fall. His career is over and an injury-riddled team is without another player.
Academic performance can harm a
team in terms of available players and
can also, in extreme circumstances,
affect the number of scholarships a
team can give.
The university’s athletic support
program has been put in place by Student-Athlete Services to help athletes
budget their time and get the most out
of their educational opportunities.
The program provides assistance with
course placement and degree progress
as well as tutoring.

“I think there are one
or two guys on the
team who are not as
conscientious students
as they should be.”
Matt Brady

JMU men’s basketball coach

Thornton is the first player under second-year coach Matt Brady to become
academically ineligible, and according
to Brady, should be the last. He hopes
the situation will open up the eyes of
student-athletes who underperform in
the classroom.
“The situation with Dazz is an
see ACADEMICS, page 8

What’s the toughest
arena to play in? ODU was

the toughest.

What’s something
that people would be
surprised to know about
you? That my sister’s only

5’4”, and she’s not going to be
tall like me.

What game are you most
looking forward to this
season? It was actually the
ODU game, but my next one is
the VCU game against Larry
Sanders.

What’s your favorite
restaurant to go to?

Hams.

What NBA player do you
think your game takes
after? David West because

he’s back to the basket. He can
do a lot of things; he’s very
versatile.

Any favorite pro sports
team? Denver Nuggets. ’Melo
and Dwight, that’s my favorite
players.

Who’s your favorite
actor? Denzel Washington.
Come on, that’s easy.

(commentary)

Tim Chapman | yeah. . . I said it

Let’s Just Hope He Relished the Moment

Let’s be frank.
The young man who threw the hot
dog onto the court during Saturday’s
82-71 loss to George Mason is an idiot.
The true wiener in the Convocation
Center wasn’t the six-inch pork link
scattered on the hardwood, but the
JMU-clad
halfwit who
chucked it from
about 30 rows
up.
Presumably
a student,
this guy may
prompt JMU
to consider a
course called
Common Sense 101. Did you seriously
think you were going to get away with
it?
Not only was JMU in the midst of a
comeback and on a 12-4 run, but the
Dukes’ new star player, Denzel Bowles,
was at the free-throw line with a
chance to cut the lead to two points.
“I was shootin’, and [I saw it] out of

Nathan Carden / the breeze

The men’s basketball team trailed George Mason by four on Saturday when a JMU
fan hurled a hot dog from the Convo’s upper level. The fan was immediately ejected.

the corner of my eye, right when I was
releasing,” Bowles said. “It messed up
my shot just a little bit.”
Not only did Bowles miss his
first attempt, but Mason coach Jim
Larranaga wasted no time reminding

the refs that the fan interference
merited a technical foul, and he had
no doubt it would be charged to the
Dukes.
“Everybody was pointing at the
person, and he stood up, and he had a

JMU shirt on,” Larranaga said. “I don’t
think any George Mason fans wear any
JMU gear.”
Mason junior guard Cam Long sank
the two technical free throws bringing
the lead back to six. The ball returned
to Bowles, who made his second try.
Despite the basketball players
having nothing to do with the incident,
the officials didn’t reward Bowles a
redo for his first shot.
Long felt the incident was a turning
point in the contest, because the
lengthy discussion between the
coaches and officials gave Mason
plenty of time to regroup and
figure out how to slow Madison’s
momentum.
JMU can’t blame the loss on the hot
dog and Bowles can’t blame the miss
on the hot dog, but in a close game
against a conference foe, one expects
more from a fan.
In the post-game press conference,
Bowles and senior guard Pierre Curtis
see CHAPMAN, page 8

What band or artist
would you want to see
most in concert? I’ve

never been to a concert, but if
I had to pick it wouldn’t matter
to me. Anything that there’s
enough energy out there. I’d
even see a rock band. I’ve seen
them on TV; it’s very fun.

Who’s going to win the
Super Bowl? I’m going

to go with the Colts. Peyton
Manning is too clutch.

What was your favorite
pair of basketball shoes
you had? These Jordan
Retro 12s that are black and
white. Still remember them
till this day. I wore them my
senior year.

Who’s the funniest
player on the team?

Trevon, he’s just goofy 24/7.
He’s always goofy.

What’s on your iPod
before games? Jay-Z or Kid

Cudi.

What are your goals for
this season? I really want to
win, but for individual goals, I
just want to be the best player
in the league, the best post
player.
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Weekend action
Women’s Tennis

n Friday vs. William & Mary (7-0 loss)
n Saturday vs. UMBC (4-3 loss)

Track and Field

n Saturday vs. Navy Quad

(fifth of six)

ACADEMICS | Thornton

Failure an ‘Isolated’ Problem
from page 7

DAvid Casterline / the breeze

JMU coach Matt Brady (left) and George Mason coach Jim Larranaga both argued with an official about the controversial hot dog
throwing incident in Mason’s win Saturday at the Convocation Center. The Patriots made two technical free throws as a result.

Chapman | Incident Mars Mason Game
from page 7

couldn’t help but laugh — out of shock
— at the stupidity of the hotdog hurler.
“I’ve never seen anyone throw a
hot dog on the court,” Curtis said. “We
were laughing because, I mean, we
just knew we were getting that free
throw back. And then we found out it
was one of our fans, and we weren’t
laughing anymore.”
The real shame is how poorly
one individual can misrepresent an
institution. Mason fans were surely

laughing about how one of JMU’s own
screwed his team.
While the Convo is still not exactly
a “MADhouse,” JMU coach Matt
Brady is bringing in enough talent
to get it there, and the 5,424 in
attendance impressed Larranaga,
who plays in front of near sellouts
every time Mason takes the floor at
the Patriot Center.
“The atmosphere in the
Convocation Center today is what
college basketball is all about,”
Larranaga emphasized to begin his

post-game comments. “I thought the
enthusiasm was tremendous. The
place was packed and rockin’ right
from the very beginning.”
For almost four years I’ve argued
that JMU needs to get the students
closer to the floor and provide them
at least one sideline (i.e. Duke), in
order to really create an intimidating
atmosphere for opponents. Hopefully
the immaturity of a single fan
won’t hurt the chances of that ever
happening, but if it does… GREAT JOB
WEENIE!

isolated one,” Brady said. “It hasn’t
happened too often in the past and
shouldn’t happen again in the future.
I think there are one or two guys on
the team who are not as conscientious
students as they should be.
“This should motivate them, how
much I don’t know, but I think we will
have a better idea at the end of the
semester.”
JMU football coach Mickey Matthews feels that the program is one of
the nation’s best, and that any player
ruled academically ineligible must
take full responsibility. The football
team, which Matthews says is “generally loses one or two guys a year”
to academic ineligibility, urges the
players to take full advantage of the
support program.
“There is no reason for a student
to render his or herself academically
ineligible,” Matthews said. “We have a
superior academic support program
at JMU and we take a very dim view
with any of our players in the football
program who don’t perform academically. There is just no excuse.”
One athlete who has consisently
excelled in the classroom is Kelsey
Cutchins, a senior goalkeeper for the
field hockey team. Cutchins is one the
most decorated players in Colonial

“There is no reason
for a student to
render his or herself
academically ineligible.”
Mickey Matthews
JMU football coach

Athletic Association history as well
as a model student-athlete. The AllAmerican currently carries a 3.93 GPA
while balancing field hockey with her
psychology major.
“I just try to do my best. I don’t
think about what awards I could get
or what’s out there,” Cutchins said.
Recently Cutchins was named to
the CAA Silver Anniversary Team
as one of the top 25 field hockey in
league history. Aside from hard work,
she attributes much of her success
here to the support provided by Student-Athlete Services.
The program “is wonderful, that’s
the reason I chose to come to JMU,”
Cutchins said. “When I was being
recruited, I narrowed it down to William & Mary, UVA and JMU, and I
ultimately chose to go to JMU because
their support for their collegiate athletes was so great.”

women’s | Loss Sends

Junior forward
Jalissa Taylor,
here fighting
to hold onto
the ball in
the paint, is
averaging 6.8
rebounds-pergame. She was
held under
her average
with just five
against ODU.

Madison to 3-2 in CAA Play
from page 7

Madison had a scare midway
through the second half when freshman guard and Harrisonburg native
Nikki Newman went down with a right
knee injury suffered while fighting for
a loose ball. The crowd was silent as
Newman lay motionless and in obvious pain for almost five minutes.
She was in tears as she was helped
off the court by two members of
the training staff, unable to put any
Patrick Haggerty / the breeze

pressure on her right leg. Fortunately for the Dukes, preliminary reports
about the injury indicated that it
was not as serious as it originally
appeared.
"It's still early, but everything right
now look's like nothing's broken, and
the doctor seems to think that all of
her ligaments are intact," Brooks said.
"We're just hoping for a bruise."
JMU will travel to Boston to take on
Northeastern on Thursday before visiting Georgia State next Sunday.

Life

Editors Rachel Dozier & Drew Beggs E-mail breezearts@gmail.com
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album review

New Spoon
Album Tries
Old Tricks

Downtown Vigil

Hope for
Haiti:
honoring
those
struck by
tragedy

Band Makes Weak
‘Transfer’ Into New
Decade With Calculated
Arrangements
By Jeff Wade
The Breeze

The new Spoon record is the Spooniest Spoon record since the last Spoon
record. And much like spooning, it is an
act, while still nice, that isn’t nearly as
exciting as it used to be.
“Transference,” the latest release
from the Austin-based band, and their
seventh overall, sees the band playing up its strengths, but to diminishing
returns.
Singer
Spoon
Britt Daniel
Transference has the same

distinctive croon
Released January 19
that served
Spoon well for the past decade even
if the latest record doesn’t give him a
chance to show much range. The band
still has a way with churning out a fourminute song that rides spiky Pixies-style
riffs to successes. Yet, those successes
do not match up to the quality of say
“The Way We Get By”, “Everything Hits
at Once” or “The Underdog.” Nothing
here hits with the impact of the band
at its best, and the whole thing seems
middling for a band clearly capable of
more.
It may just be that the record on a
whole feels very by-the-numbers and
played out. Two songs from this album
were released last summer on the “Got
Nuffin” single, which doesn’t help the
general sense of fatigue on the new
record.
Even with the claim from the band
that the new album is “uglier”, everything
on “Transference” is so carefully calculated and put together that it almost
feels contrived. Ironically considering
the toting of this album as a more live
sound with reduced studio flourishes,
it misses the semi-improvised moments
from the previous album “Ga Ga Ga Ga
Ga.” Not to mention the ragged sense
of fun that prevailed on that album and
the numerous hooks.
That goes to say, there are not good
moments here. “The Mystery Zone”
has a cool piano accompany, and
“Who Makes Your Money” serves well
in the token “experimental” track that
seems to be thrown onto the last few
Spoon albums. “Goodnight Laura” is
a short and sweet little number that
claims the rather uncompetitive title
of Best Indie Rock Lullaby of 2010.

A

By Torie Foster | contributing writer

fter last week’s disastrous earthquake
Organized by Lara Mack, an ’07 graduate living in
killed an estimated 200,000 Haitians Harrisonburg, the vigil took place on a cold, quiet
and uprooted nearly three million, night under a clear sky. With the American flag subthe United States employed sever- tly hanging overhead and barren trees encircling the
al forms of action:
crowd, several attendees shared
sending around 2,000 marines,
their thoughts and prayers.
“What you saw on the
controlling the Port-au-Prince
The first man to step forward
news
is
nothing.
This
is
an
airport and expediting a hospital
said, “God is here, in our hearts,”
emergency.
We
need
your
ship.
and expressed admiration for the
help.
We
need
your
prayers.”
While direct efforts to improve
Haitians, whose generosity he
Kuirt Ferdinand
conditions occur in the devastated
noticed on a visit to Haiti. “They
Haiti citizen
country, in Harrisonburg around
tease every bit of joy out of the
50 people joined together this past
smallest things,” he said.
Saturday to demonstrate their supAfter a brief period of silence, a
port in an indirect, though personal, way.
woman said, “I can’t imagine losing everything. I
At the Open Heart Vigil at Court Square, partici- want to pray for those who lost most of their family.”
pants convened for prayer, each holding their own
While one woman admitted feeling “numb” ever
candle in honor of lives lost.
see Vigil, page 10
photo by Evan McGrew/The Breeze

see ALBUM, page 10

Movie Review

‘Lovely Bones’ Another Triumph for Peter Jackson
By Elyse Krachman
The Breeze

“The Lovely Bones,” an adaptation of
the 2002 Alice Sebold novel of the same
name, is a masterful film interpretation
of a gripping, intensely emotional novel.
Set in ’70s suburbia, it tells the story of
Susie Salmon expertly portrayed by
haunting and passionate newcomer Saoirse Ronan. Susie is a vivacious
14-year-old obsessed with photography. She is brutally murdered by an
absolutely terrifying George Harvey,
played by Stanley Tucci (“Julie & Julia”).

rh
OOvveer eard

@JMU

After Susie’s murder, she is trapped in
a strange limbo between heaven and
earth. This dream-like but threatening
landscape is masterfully executed by
cinematographer Andrew Lesnie. The
visual effects brilliantly complement the
progression of the film as Susie wanders
the earth of her imagination and discovers lighthouses, brilliant sunshine, trees
made of birds and mountain ranges —
sometimes within the span of a few
seconds.
The film’s conflict comes as Susie
grapples with the decision to either
pursue vengeance on the man who

Overheard @ JMU is anonymously
submitted and printed based on
quality and space. Submissions
depict a given situation, person
or group of people and do not
necessarily relect the truth.

College Guy: Dude, Wikipedia is

Girl in Bio: Professors love me

Roommate 1: Do you wanna

Girl 1: It's weird though:

like porn: Everyone uses it, but
no one likes to admit it.

have a Super Bowl Party?
Roommate 2: Sure.
Roommate 1: Bring over the
really, really hot football
players.
Roommate 2: Or the really,
really easy ones.

Surfer Professor: Suck 'em

down guys. Start young, and
smoke a lot.

’cause I'm black. They're like
"Ooh, ethnic girl!"

Normally I just fall asleep
when I try to study but not
recently.
Girl 2: It must be from all the
caffeine in the air.

Unsatisfied girl: I swear I have

to initiate everything. I could
walk by him butt naked, and he
still wouldn't try to do me!

The Lovely Bones

‘PG-13’ 135 min.
Starring Saoirse Ronan, Mark
Wahlberg, Stanley Tucci

murdered her and many others, or to
let her family heal and move on. She
appears in short visions to her father, a
powerful Mark Wahlberg, (“The Departed”), who is consumed with the desire
to avenge her death. His obsession
tears at his marriage, and eventually
his wife, a lackluster Rachel Weisz (“The

Brothers Bloom”), leaves him, only to
return when his life is threatened by a
brutal beating.
Apart from Wahlberg, the other
standout family member is a splendid
grandmother, played by Susan Sarandon. She always has a cigarette in her
left hand and an alcoholic beverage
in her right, but somehow manages
to keep the family together. Sarandon
provides some of the most comical
moments in the film, such as when
she uses Susie’s younger brother’s toy
truck as an ashtray (while he is playing with it).

Although Jackson’s interpretation of
“The Lovely Bones” falls short on some
of the plot details of the novel, he stayed
true to the main sentiment of the novel.
This is the portrayal of a family struggling to deal with loss, and the internal
battle Susie must fight to let go of her
rage and allow her family to heal.
This film is yet another gem in Peter
Jackson’s body of work, and he has once
again proved the clarity of his vision
with a strong ensemble cast, immersive
and transporting visual effects and storytelling that wraps everything together
in a wonderful package.

Editor Obsession:
i am not obsessed with vampires. I’m not a Twilighter or a Twi-Hard.
I’m not saving it for Edward Cullen or anything. And I’m not picking a “team.”
My obsession is one with a human being — a human whose beauty and talent
caught my eye before he was cast as a glittering bloodsucker.
Though it’s not Facebook official, I have been in a relationship with Robert
Pattinson since his days as Cedric Diggory in 2005’s “Harry Potter and the Goblet
of Fire.” I have followed his career since then — musically and theatrically. I wasn’t
shocked by his “Twilight” performance, like most. I saw this coming four years ago.
My dedication to his career just goes to show that when we do meet (because it will
happen) I will stand out among the crowd of middle-school-aged girls because
unlike them, I was able to view that PG-13 movie back in ’05.
I know the buzz about Kristen Stewart is a fallacy, because he just wouldn’t do
that to me. I mean, the girl probably doesn’t even watch “Harry Potter.”
— Elizabeth Baugh,
Opinion Editor
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Vigil | Harrisonburg Residents Rally

To Pray for Haitian Victims
from page 9

since hearing the news, another
felt optimistic. “I think the wonder [in this calamity] is found in
the world’s response,” she said.
“We should find hope in the
fact that the world and God did
respond.”
Someone even contributed
a Creole expression to the vigil
meaning “shoulder to shoulder”
to highlight the solidarity necessary in the wake of this event.
A number of Haitian natives
conveyed their appreciation.
Senior Patrick Eugene of Pétionville (a Haitian town) spoke first.
“I want to thank every single
person for coming to support
my people, for showing us you
are here for us,” he said. Though
Eugene believes a lot of work
is to be done, “I don’t think we
should lose hope. This is a new
beginning for my country,” he
said.
Kuirt Ferdinand, another
Haitian citizen, expressed his
gratitude but stressed the need
for action. “What you saw on the
news is nothing,” he said. “This

Album

New Spoon
Falls Short
from page 9

Perhaps “ Transference”
requires time to grow, and
maybe the songs will open
themselves up when played
live. Spoon concerts are still a
great bet entertainment-wise,
and “Transference” sees them
returning to the D.C/Virginia
area for the first time since a
disastrous booking screw-up
afflicted the band’s visit to the
capitol on their last tour.
Spoon fans will find enough
here to make “Transference”
worth their time. It is just a
shame that after a decade of
turning out consistent, classic
rock records, Spoon will enter
the new one on such shaky
footing.

is an emergency. We need your
help. We need your prayers.”
Ferdinand also shared a letter
from his cousin in Haiti, who
spoke of his people’s starvation
and homelessness.
Claude Tacy from Gros Morne,
Haiti was also present, though
he did not speak to the group.
After a mix of respectful
silence and considerate words,
the vigil took a different turn.
One woman began the Christian prayer “Our Father” as a
“sign of solidarity, humanity,
and vulnerability in our need
for our God.” Afterward, the
congregation sang “There is
More Love Somewhere.” Next,
the group surrounded the Haitian natives so that they could
“feel the energy” of their support and love.
Several people began to cry
softly and embrace the Haitians
and neighbors. The vigil closed
with “Amazing Grace” and lastly, with a distant bell chiming 9
o’clock.
All seemed pleased with the
night’s events. Mack’s goal was
“to devote [her] mind, heart and

spirit to Haiti” and to allow others to do the same. “This shows
the community what we can do,
and it gave a voice to those who
deserve it,” she said.
“In an immediate sense, the
vigil offered love, caring and
hope for folks directly affected
by the earthquake,” said Harrisonburg resident Josh Diamond.
“And it hopefully did more to
connect people who aren’t
directly affected with those
[who] are.”
For some students, the vigil
expanded beyond the Haitian
event. “It reminded me that
Haitians are hurting, but I can
use these feelings to help my
own Harrisonburg family,” said
senior Billy Grasmeder.
“This was good for me,” said
Adella Barret, a junior at Eastern
Mennonite University. “Being
there, remembering Haiti was
what I could do to help. You
could feel the support of the people here, and I think that meant
a lot to the Haitians present.”
Support for Haitians can be
continued with Tuesday’s “Wear
Red for Haiti.”

Breeze
Open House
Become a part
of your school
newspaper.
Editing, Writing, Photography, Video

Thursday, January 28 6 p.m.
Anthony-Seegar Hall Basement

Everyone is welcome.

Copper Beech
Townhome Communities

One bedroom units are still available!

The onebedroom floor plan
features a full-size
washer, dryer, and dishwasher. Units are fully
air-contitioned and
available furnished or
unfurnished.

Our Clubhouse Includes
• State-of-the-art 24-hour
fitness center
• Comfortable lounge area
• HUGE game room with
free pool table
• Complete kitchenette
• 2 Pools and Jacuzzi
• Two free tanning capsules
• Flat panel/Plasma TVs
• 2 basketball courts and
sand volley courts
Copper Beech Townhomes
410 Copper Beech Circle
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(540) 438- 0401
harrisonburg@cbeech.com

Classifieds
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
. REDUCED.quiet area with
character, 2 and half baths,
basement, bike storage, deck. walk
to class. August. $295. each. 1103
mt view (540) 383-9041
BARTENDING
$300/
P O T E N T I A L N O
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
TRAINING
AVAILABLE
1-800-965-6520 EXT212
BARTENDING
CLASSES
jiggersbartendingschool.com,
ﬂexible schedules & payment
plans (540) 560-7971
SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED
Make $5-$25 per survey.
GetPaidToThink.com.
SALES/MARKETING
POSITION Local company
looking for sales/marketing
person,
self-starter
with
computer skills. E-mail resume
to KandTServices@gmail.com
or FAX to 540-289-9545
CHILDCARE
Wanted:
Dependable, creative students
to provide child care for area
families. Full-time or parttime, Non-smoking a must. Call
ChildCare Connection at 4334531 or Email asaunder@rhcc.
com.

TOWNHOUSE
RENT
Townhouses available now and
for 2011 school year. 4 bd, 2 bh
and close to campus. $600 per
month for 4 students or $500 for
2. Email pauldesroches@gmail.
com or call (571) 334-9240

HOUSES AVALABLE FOR
FALL: 1173 Harrison 5br, 401 S.
High 3br,12 South Ave. 4 or 5 br,
1330 Crawford 2br,166 Maryland
4br. See www.rentjum.com (540)
478-5980
8 BEDROOM HOUSE Old South
High. Recently remodeled. 3
baths. Pets. Basement. Off street
parking. (540) 810-3632
6 BEDROOM HOUSE Elizabeth
Street. Very nice house. 2 kitchens,
2 baths. Great ﬂoor-plan. Private.
Pets (540) 810-3632
NAGS HEAD 4-Month Student
Summer Rentals, May-Aug,
seabreezerealty.com (252) 2556328
5 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
- Mt. View Drive; $275/month;
furnished; 1 year lease (8/108/11); midalton@cox.net; (703)
450-5008 (H); 703-864-3169
(cell)
WEST WATER 4 bedrooms, 2 full
baths, 2 full kitchens. available
now. 700$/ month. Utilities not
included. Pets ok. (540) 433-2271
OLD TOWNE 8 BEDROOM
HOUSE rent $543 (10 month
lease) Beautiful house with 2 full
kitchens, 3 bathrooms, W/D, A/C.
High ceilings, large wraparound
porch, yard and offstreet parking.
5 blocks to campus 2 blocks to
downtown. Pets permitted. www.
castleproperty.com. (540) 5642659

212 CANTRELL AVENUE 6
BR, 2.5 bath house. $1650/mo.
Large bedrooms with hardwood
ﬂoors. Quick walk to class with
location across from hospital. Off
street parking. Pets considered.
cantrellhouses@gmail.com
DEVON LANE Townhome. 3
Bedroom. 1.5 bath. August 2010.
540-435-7861
MASTER
BEDROOM/BATH
Master Bedroom/ Bathroom
on South Main for 2010 spring
semester. Around $400/ month
for rent/ utilities. Please contact
melissa.burrus@gmail.com
396 EAST GAY STREET 1-2
bedroom/washer/dryer hookup/
basement/neat retro cape cod.
Owner/agt/Smoke
free/$650/
margaret@ifoundthis.net
(540)
433-7325

TOWNHOUSES AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 1101 Mt. View, 4 br,
1134 Mt. View, 5 br.21 Weaver
4br. See www.rentjmu (540) 4785980
TOWNHOME
$270/RM
HUNTERS RIDGE 4-bedroom/2bath available 08/01/10, privately
owned, completely furnished
living and dining areas on both
levels, new appliances, solid
desks, dressers and beds, vertical
blinds, ceiling fans, pets permitted
for $20/ mo additional (703) 5991549
2
OR
4
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS located between
downtown and Memorial Hall.
Large open common areas, A/C,
D/W, W/D $365 - $395/room 1011-12 month leases available. Pets
permitted. www.castleproperty.
com (540) 564-2659

2010
SPRING
SEMESTER
LEASE 2 Bedroom Apartment. 3
blocks from Memorial Hall. Fully
equipped with 1.5 bathrooms,
W/D, A/C, dishwasher. Call us
today to schedule a showing.
www.castleproperty.com
(540)
564-2659
STUDENT HOUSING - WALK
TO JMU! 4 BR 2 BTH TH in
Hunters Ridge - ADT Security
Included, furnished. $350 per
bedroom. Remodeled! (540) 2467922

TUTOR WANTED ASAP!!! Multi
Subject tutor needed for middle
school athlete in our Bridgewater
home. Flexible schedule and
negotiable pay. Call or email
kurt@goldenrulehomes.biz (540)
435-8176

SENSITIZE WITH
MUSIC
www.myspace.com/
oceanversusdaughter
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1037 Edom Rd. Harrisonburg VA
4Turbocharger & Supercharger Installs
4Full Engine Rebuilds
4Custom Exhaust & Welding
4Basic Repairs and Installations
4Fuel System Modifications
4Custom Fabrication
4Performance Tuning

10% Off Labor
to JMU Students!
15% Off Labor to
Madison Motorparts
Members

540-736-7709

The Breeze is hiring
for immediate
positions!
Asst. Sports Editor

FOREST HILLS MANOR SUBLEASE! Spring10’ First month’s
rent free! (540) 207-3628
LARGE EAST MARKET ROOM
All utilities included/shared kitch,
bath/quiet Victorian/ easy walk
downtown/smoke free/owner-agt/
margaret@ifoundthis.net : $380
(540) 433-7325

Tuesday, January 19, 2010

Art/Graphic Director
Online Editor
Apply NOW online
at joblink.jmu.edu or e-mail
breezepress@gmail.com for
more information.

D

DAVE’S
AVE’S
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breezejmu.org

When was the last time
you were out of your house?
Are you tired of the snow and cold?

Bundle up and come to Dave’s where you can find
the best food, beer and mixed beverages for the best price.

121 South Main Street
Harrisonburg
540.564.1487

SERVING UNTIL 1:00 AM

GYROS ◊ PIZZA ◊ HOMEMADE
BREAD & DESSERTS ◊ DAILY
SPECIALS ◊ ROOFTOP DINING
◊ LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ◊
BEER, WINE & MIXED
BEVERAGES

710 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg
540.801.TOGO (8646)

SERVING UNTIL 4:00 AM

STEAK & CHEESE ◊ GYROS ◊
PIZZA ◊ HOMEMADE CHIPS &
BREAD ◊ FULL MENU
INCLUDING BEER AND WINE
AVAILABLE FOR TAKE-OUT
OR DELIVERY

Buy One Food Item and Get One

Buy One Food Item and Get One

*Least expensive item is free, Dine-In only,
1 coupon per table, Present coupons
when ordering, TAX, Gratuity & alcohol not included

*Least expensive item is free, Present coupons
when ordering, 1 coupon per order, TAX,
Gratuity & alcohol not included

DAVE‛S DOWNTOWN TAVERNA

DAVE‛S TAVERNA EXPRESS

EXPIRES MARCH 1, 2010

EXPIRES MARCH 1, 2010

FREE*

FREE*

